Structure-based molecular docking has been recognized as the most effective virtual screening technology. Two aspects decide the accuracy of virtual screening result: one is the simulation degree to the interaction of ligands and acceptors, the other is the quantitative evaluation technology to the result of interaction. The pharmacophore model is an important method of drug design, which can be used for the discovery of lead compounds. The development of scoring-technique based on the pharmacophore is an important supplement and improvement to the quantitative evaluation technology of the molecular docking result, which can enhance the accuracy and reliability of virtual screening based on the molecular docking technology, and impulse the development of new drug molecular design technique. Therefore, the Molecular Docking method of integration pharmacophore model is necessary for researching the creation of new drugs. This paper focuses on researching following content: 1) Pharmacophore of digital processing; explore the use of appropriate mathematical model to describe the specific target pharmacophore. 2) The integration of molecular docking algorithm; the development of the combination of molecular docking algorithm based on the established mathematical model of pharmacophore. 3) Establishing the verification of the reliability of the methods; through screening the results of the known activity of the compound-library, testing the reliability of the method.
INTRODUCTION
Contemporary bio-medical technology is having profound changes; the interpenetration, crossing and integration of multi-disciplinary have promoted rapid development in pharmacy. The gathering, analysis, processing and application of pharmacy information have gradually formed an important area of research, and the computer information technology in combination with the pharmacy also becomes the frontier of the biological medicine research area. The study object must be through accurate mathematical processing can be able to gain the effective application. The drug design is an application discipline which takes the computer science and computation chemistry as the foundation. With the unceasingly successful application of information technology in the new drug development, more and more researchers firmly believe that in order to enhance screening of lead compounds, optimize efficiency, and break through solving the bottleneck problem of new drugs, it is necessary and important to digitize processing pharmacophore, and integrate molecular docking technology to proceed drugaided design based on the pharmacophore model.
It has been tried that molecular docking and pharmacophore technology together applied in drug molecular design. For instance, adopting pharmacophore model and molecular docking technology, the lead compounds of human immunodeficiency virus-1 [1] was found . However, in these studies, both pharmacophore and molecular docking were docked by drug chemists, that is, based on man-made, and judged by the drug chemists' experience, lacking of accurate definition. For the shortage of the above-mentioned, this paper in the code-level primarily had achieved integration pharmacophore model and molecular docking through digital processing of pharmacophore, overcame the adverse influence of man-made factors on the results, and improved the efficiency of the integration application. It will be our work in the future using the method to seek the lead compounds, welcome to use the method of this paper in the practical application of new drug-creation.
THE RESEARCH OF A INTEGRATION METHOD
2.1. Analyses of the Virtual Screening Method 2.1.1. The virtual screening of drugs Virtual screening of drugs is a direction of drug screening technology, virtual screening process simulates the screening process on computer, predicts the activity of compounds, then pick the hit compound to the entity-screening. Theoretically, virtual screening includes two types of screening, based on ligand structure and based on interaction mechanism. The former is basically a searching technology that is searching compound library according pharmacophore, the pharmacophore is given out by QSAR of one kind of ligands. The latter is docking technology, using molecular simulate strategy to compute the ability of ligand combining to its receptor, then to predict the activity. It is based on target receptor structure.
Pharmacophore model
To a group of compounds with biological activity to carry on its chemical structure analysis and comparison to find out its common characteristic structure, then establishes the pharmacophore model. In addition, also through the brand-new drug design can obtain a particular target for biological macromolecules group of three-dimensional pharmacophore model [2] . Pocket is a Pharmacophore-generation Technology based on receptors-structure. Without ligand, the active region would be defined by a key-residues' box. With ligand, pocket constructs active-site according to the ligand and the residues interacted with; it'll give out more accurate ones.
Molecular docking
Molecular docking is through studies the small molecular ligand and the acceptor biology macro-molecule interaction, forecasts its combination pattern and the affinity then realization based on the structure medicine design one important method. DOCK [3] is the first virtual screening program based on the 3d structure of receptor. It owns the meaning of representative. DOCK uses the algorithm which matches Active-site to negative-site.
The Design and Realization of the Molecular Docking Method of Integration Pharmacophore Model
This article takes mainstream docking software DOCK4.0 as the object and realizes the effective integration of pharmacophore model and molecular docking techniques. Although both the data structures have big difference, enormous similarity exists in algorithm. Therefore using the appropriate method makes both the data structures and the algorithm assimilate, which will be a key question of achieving effective integration.
Point-pattern matching
Point-pattern distance matching concerns matching relationship between two different number sets of points: P = {p1, p2,……, pn} and D = {d1, d2,……, dm}. Thus, a good point-pattern matching algorithm should be able to effectively resolve the issue of geometric invariants between the two sets of points [4] .
Let D and P be two point-patterns. The set D = {d 1 , d 2 , ……, d m } contains m points, which are extracted from the organic compound molecules, and is an atomic set. The set P = {p 1 , p 2 , ……, p n } has n points, which are extracted from the pharmacophore, and is a feature-point set. The match between them is to find a calibration function , so as to have a stable one to one correspondence relations between the two point-pairs in the two sets of points which have the most quantity point-pairs, namely, H(p i ) = d j . However, in practical computation, relative-position between two points has an error. H(p i ) cannot be completely equal to d j , so we often show the corresponding relations between two point-pairs in the two sets of points with ||H(
where d is the tolerance [5] , before establishing the three dimensional distance matrix.
Digitized processing of the pharmacophore
As we know, pharmacophore is molecular general character structure information, including the hydrophobic domain, hydrophilic area, hydrogen bond donor, hydrogen bond acceptor, aromatic groups and so on, and a series of information on structure descriptive nature and its distribution in threedimensional space. This article has carried out the analysis to the data structure of the operational results of pocket, through comparing with the data structure analysis of the operational results of dock4.0, has established the mathematical model, and made accurate description as shown in Table 1 to the structure descriptive nature of the pharmacophores and its the distributed information in the three-dimensional space.
In the Table 1 , the ID and type are stored as the Integer type; the property is stored as the String type; the symbol is stored as the Character type; the X_coordinate, Y_coordinate, Z_coordinate, score, X_H-bond_root, Y_H-bond_root and Z_H-bond_root are all stored as the Float type. Date format is (1d, " ", ' ', 2.2f, 2.2f, 2.2f, 1.2f, 1d, 2.2f, 1.2f, 2.2f).
The distance matching algorithm
In three-dimensional image, feature-points are expressed by the coordinates (x, y, z), given two sets of matching feature-points. The atoms set is D = {d 1 , d 2 ,……, d m }, the pharmacophores set is P = {p 1 , p 2 , ……, p n }, and given tolerance (namely given allowance error tolerance). This algorithm takes random 4 feature-points structures for example. To an arbitrary featurepoint in the identical set of feature-points, we select other 3 spots to constitute feature structure together with it. For any 2 feature-points, we calculate the Then, according to symmetrical matrix nature, form the distance matrix of the feature-points, thereby, carry out the distance matching of the featurepoints according to the matrix's each line and each row one to one correspondence relations (The distance matching definition condition:
).
The property matching algorithm
Feature-symbols of pharmacophore as shown in Figure 1 (a), there are three kinds of feature-value sets, they are: {A}, {D} and {H}, atomic featuredefinitions as shown in Figure 1 (b), there are three kinds of feature-value sets, they are: {A}, {D} and {AD}. When comparing between two feature-points on the feature-value, such as the feature-value of the pharmacophore is {A}, if the atomic feature-value is {A} or {AD}, because of {A} ⊆ {A} or {A} ⊂ {AD}, therefore, the feature-values of the pharmacophore and atom match successfully; if the atomic feature-value is {D}, because of {A} ⊄ {D}, therefore, feature-values don't match successfully. This article proposed the property matching algorithm is a method that is used by feature-values which have one to one correspondence relations between two feature-points. integration pharmacophore has been established. Through both the distance tolerance and the property of these two definition conditions, the algorithm makes each pharmacophore and each atoms in one molecule match each other, so as to obtain the match situation between the pharmacophore and this molecule. According to it, screening out the molecular is suitable for making the drug molecule, that is, the matched group of feature-points with successful matching from distance and property is fit for making the drug molecule.
The drug molecule judgement
Had the very high accuracy using pharmacophore model screening compound, and had the very strong validity using the molecular docking technology screening compound, the molecular docking method of integration pharmacophore model was without doubt added an effective grading method in the molecular docking technology, so as to calculate the best position between the pharmacophore and the molecular, thus ensuring the method's validity of the pharmacophore model combined with molecular docking technology.
ALGORITHM TESTING
Through test the matching situation of both the pharmacophore and the different molecules, under the double limit of both the distance tolerance and the feature-points matching, so as to verify algorithm feasibility.
The experimental datas mainly were 21 amino acid structures, the above structures were drawn planes with the CHEMDraw, transformed three dimensional with CHEM3D, and finally determined the three dimensional structures of the 21 amino acids by the system conformation search and the energy minimum, then obtained three dimensional coordinates of all heavy atoms by this means.
Pharmacophore: supposes take Leucine (altogether 9 feature-points) as an example for pharmacophore;
Testing molecules: take Leucine, alanyl, Arginyl, Asparaginyl, Aspartyl, Cysteinyl, Glutaminyl, Glutamyl, Glycyl, Histidyl, Isolencyl, Leucyl, Lysyl, Methionyl, Phenylalanyl, Prolyl, Seryl, Threonyl, Tryptophanyl, Tyrosyl, and Valyl as examples, and the number of testing molecular is 21.
Randomly take 4 heavy atoms from the Leucine which has 10 heavy atoms, and randomly take 4 feature-points from the pharmacophore, verify the influence that the tolerance defined to the result of the matching by the point pattern matching algorithm match, statistics of the testing result as shown in Table 2 :
On The Integration of Pharmacophore Model and Molecular Docking Method Table 3 . Statistics of matching situation with both pharmacophore and molecules. Takes 4-10 feature-point (n) in turn, the examination characteristic point number to matches result (m) the influence, the testing result as shown in Table 3 :
Excepting Glycyl, the others have the same amino acid structure with Leucine, so in the table 3, when the n is 4, the m is 19; when the n is 9, in this moment, only the Leucine matching with itself, so the m is 1.
Through the testing, it is found that different tolerance and characteristic points lead to different matching results. In particular smaller tolerance results to smaller matching number. The more the feature-points, the smaller is the matching number. Using the smallest possible tolerance value and the largest feature-points, it is found that only leucine matches with itself. This verified the reliability of the algorithm. This explains the algorithm of molecule point-patterns matching is effective and feasible, because the establishment algorithm can distinguish accurately conforms to the feature request molecule from the others, under the double limit of both the distance tolerance and the feature-points matching.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a molecule point-pattern matching algorithm that simulated the real interaction between ligands and acceptors. Using this algorithm, we developed a virtual screening procedure of drugs with computer based on the pharmacophore. This algorithm was tested by matching the distance and property, which were between the feature-points. The testing results indicate that the algorithm is reliable and highly accurate. This procedure is only in its early stage without being used in large-scale drug design processes. The current work is exploratory and was merely carried out on the intelligent analysis to the medicine data. Further research and intensive large scale testing in this aspect will be done in the future.
